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M.I.G.R.A.N.S. 
(Hyper Global Methodology for untaught asylum seekers) 

 

The MIGRANS programme is an experimental educational method aimed at migrants who received no 

previous education in their country of birth. 

It is the outcome of a project work and of extensive professional experience gained working with preliterate 

and illiterate asylum seekers. 

Compared to the educational programme currently used in Italy, MIGRANS  is innovative from three points 

of view: curriculum, syllabus and methodology. 

Curriculum 
The teaching of Italian as a second language covers only half of the overall 400 teaching hours. The 

remaining half is allocated to various pre-basic general knowledge modules such as: 

• Digital Inclusion: i.e. learning to fully exploit the benefits of using technological tools 

• Numeracy, i.e. gaining numerical competencies before maths competencies, the ability to measure 

time, space, currency and so on 

• Practical General Knowledge. Geography module: learning to negotiate space, sense of directions 

and so on. History module: understanding chronology and sequencing 

Syllabus 
The standard syllabus is based on ‘I Quaderni della ricerca’ n.17. Its content is then tailored by choosing 

topics that are relevant to the students and in line with their surrounding environment and/or specific 

situations. 

Three specific syllabuses have been designed for each of the modules mentioned above (Digital Inclusion, 

Numeracy and Practical General Knowledge). They include a wide range of notions and concepts, which are 

granted and implicit to schooled individuals. 

Methodology 
The teaching of  Italian as a second language is centred around  David A. Kolb's  experiential learning theory. 

As the MIGRANS programme is aimed at illiterate students, the teaching method is mainly oral, which is in 

line with their natural learning attitude as well as their tradition. 

The MIGRANS programme's methodology is defined as “Hyper global” as it is not focused on phonemes, 

syllables, nor sight words or phrases but on speech acts (as per J.L. Austin's definition) taken from authentic 

material. 

Innovative teaching techniques have been designed specifically to accelerate the development of practical 

reading and writing skills. 

As far as functional reading and writing skills are concerned, pre-basics and progressive exercises have been 

included to improve metacognitive competencies and problem solving strategies. 

All modules mentioned (Digital Inclusion, Numeracy and Practical General Knowledge) are taught in Italian 

using Clil methodology. 
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To further your knowledge or gain more information on the MIGRANS programme feel free to email   

galli.tatiana@libero.it; katrasp@libero.it. 
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